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1. Will the cities served by HSR become subservient centres to London or be 
enriched in their own right? 

We do not have the capacity to provide firm evidence on this point. However it appears from 
our reading that the answer will depend on the extent to which HSR investment is nested 
within a much wider context of planning for economic and housing growth within the relevant 
cities and their regions. 

2. How will HSR impact on the economic and social life of the cities it serves? 
There appears to be evidence that cities served by HSR such as Lyon and Lille have 
benefited over time. However it should be noted that some continental cities are much more 
fully in charge of their own destinies than English ones, and to fully benefit from HSR this 
may need to be addressed.  

3. What will be the impact of HSR on those cities/regions it will not directly serve? 
This will depend on complementary measures. For example the Northern Hub investments 
improving inter-Northern connectivity could assist in spreading the benefits of HSR provided 
that there is strong ease of interconnection at key points such as Manchester Piccadilly.  We 
have some concerns over how interconnection in Birmingham can be satisfactorily achieved 
if HSR uses a station all on its own. 

In general the planning of HSR seems to be undertaken with no connection with planning for 
housing at a national level, despite clear indications that Ministers are concerned with the 
level of housing completions, and all the evidence from housebuilders and developers is that 
getting funding for key transport infrastructure is one of the main barriers to development.  
Surely there is here an opportunity for some creative thinking.  But this will only happen if 
greater links are made between the planning activities on DfT and other Government 
Departments.  On this matter we note that in the end it was the ability to use HS1 for regional  
purposes which secured its funding and the Javelin service appears to be a great success.   

4. What should be the top priorities for investment in HSR in order to ensure it 
improves your locality/city/region? 

As a national organisation we do not have specific evidence on this point as relates to 
specific cities or regions. Generally a possibly little covered question here is the need to 
ensure that the extra capacity on conventional rail freed up by HSR is planned and used to 
be best advantage and in an open and transparent manner, rather than being treated as a 
“rail industry” question.  In particular how the patterns of rail freight should operate in an HSR 
world and how these are related to ports capacity is of vital concern. 



 

5. What additional public/private investment should be considered by these cities 
and their wider region to capture the maximum value? 

• For maximum economic benefit HSR needs to serve city centres directly, not just from 
‘Parkway’ locations; 

• See also our point on interconnectivity at (3) above; 

• Governance: more joined-up action depends on more devolution of responsibility, in 
accordance with the principles of subsidiarity; 

• Appraisal: present relatively narrow methods of transport appraisal are not adequate, 
either for measuring the likely impacts of HSR or identifying which complementary actions 
should have priority; 

• Maximising regional benefits depends on a clear national strategic framework. This 
needs to cover a much broader series of matters than HSR (eg such as ports)  

 

Further Observations : HSR and Air 
 

The debate over HSR seems to be undertaken in surprising disconnection from the debate 
around airport capacity. We are concerned that promoting, as appears to be case, both HSR 
and short-haul air traffic as competing modes is wasteful and risks two unwelcome 
consequences: 

• Undermining the business case for HSR 

• Creation of more airport capacity than necessary or failure to provide sufficient long-
haul capacity 

Our questioning of HS2 Ltd and our perusal of the terms of reference of the Davies 
Commission do not offer any comfort in this regard.  It is not clear whether the assumptions 
being used for the HS2 business case are forming the basis of the Davies Commission 
investigations at all, nor is it clear whether indeed the HS2 assumptions are ones which are 
underpinned by any kind of public support, taking into account climate change commitments. 

We are also not clear how the Scottish Government, which appears to have some positive 
intention regarding HSR, views a laissez-faire approach to cross border travel. 
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